2014 Scripps National Spelling Bee
May 29-30
Summary of Round 2: Vocabulary
A correct response in the vocabulary portion of Round 2 earns the speller 3 points; an incorrect response earns the speller 0 points but does not
result in elimination from the competition.
No.

Speller's Name

Vocabulary Question

Correct Answer

Speller's Answer

1

Joshua Kelley

What is an olio?

a miscellaneous collection,
as of music or literature

a miscellaneous collection,
as of music or literature

Y

2

Abigail FitzGibbon

If something is described as
brackish, it is:

salty

salty

Y

3

Vivian Miller

What is a spinet?

a small upright piano

a small upright piano

Y

4

Walter Fa'apouli

A sitzmark is:

the depression left in the
snow when a skier falls

the depression left in the
snow when a skier falls

Y

5

Nila Dhinaker

Where is a bower found?

in a garden

in a garden

Y

6

Alessandro Luis Bolus

Where is the predicate found?

in a sentence

in a sentence

Y

7

Chythanya Murali

If something is described as
didactic, it:

teaches a moral lesson

teaches a moral lesson

Y

8

Prachi Kondapuram

A zinnia is a type of:

flowering plant

flowering plant

Y

9

Eesha Sohail

A greengage is a type of:

plum

plum

Y

10

Sam Coats

How would it be appropriate to
use jute?

to make a bag

to make a bag

Y

11

Sanat Mishra

When would it be helpful to
use carmine?

when making lipstick

when making lipstick

Y

12

Chase Seals

A cedilla is a mark placed:

under a letter

over a letter

N

13

Timothy Lau

A person described as a
pandit is:

an expert in the Hindu
religion

an expert in the Hindu
religion

Y

14

Patrizzia Fox-Beaudet

What is kitsch?

artistic material thought to
be low quality

artistic material thought to
be low quality

Y

15

Keerthana Sivathasan

What does it mean to be
mercurial?

characterized by
unpredictable
changeableness

characterized by
unpredictable
changeableness

Y

16

Aditya Mishra

What does kith refer to?

familiar friends

familiar friends

Y

17

Jonathan Capuyan

Belladonna is a type of:

plant

singer

N

18

Isabel Cholbi

A person described as erudite:

loves learning for learning's
sake

loves learning for learning's
sake

Y

19

Allison Grygar

What does it mean to hector
someone?

harass or bully

harass or bully

Y

20

Neha Konakalla

Camphor is:

a tough gumlike substance

a tough gumlike substance

Y

21

Samuel Littrell

A duenna is a Spanish or
Portuguese:

governess

governess

Y

22

Victoria Phillips

Chutney is a type of:

condiment

decorative material

N

23

Eileen Xue

A koan is used in the training
of:

Buddhist monks

Buddhist monks

Y

24

Shirlyn Prabahar

What does a tachometer do?

indicates speed of rotation

indicates speed of rotation

25

Emily Hynes

A bolivar is a type of:

money

26

Ryan Spencer

A barabara is a type of:

hut built partially
underground

paintbrush made from hair

N

27

Dana Chiueh

An empanada is a type of:

food

food

Y

28

Xi Yuan Wang

A pochismo is a type of:

borrowed term

masculinity

N

29

Teddy Schoenfeld

A cantata is a type of:

choral composition

choral composition

Y
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30

Alex Jurich

What is patina?

a surface appearance as a
result of age or use

a surface appearance as a
result of age or use

Y

31

Anika Malayappan

Détente is:

an easing of strained
relations between countries

a place where one is held in
confinement

N

32

Keshav Ramesh

A person exhibiting
machismo has exaggerated:

masculinity

facial expressions

N

33

Connor Spencer

What is a maestro?

a master or teacher of art

a master or teacher of art

Y

34

Lillian Allingham

Something described as
staccato is:

marked by short, clear-cut
playing

marked by short, clear-cut
playing

Y

35

Greer Marshall

What is a bandersnatch?

a grotesque or bizarre
individual

a grotesque or bizarre
individual

Y

36

Selomi Dayaprema

What does it mean to
behoove?

be worthwhile for

be worthwhile for

Y

37

Alexander Manning

A junco is a type of:

bird

bird

Y

38

Jacob Williamson

Stollen is a type of:

sweet bread

sweet bread

Y

39

Daniel Samraj

A melba is:

a dessert

a dessert

Y

40

Dylan Olster

A bruin is a:

bear

bear

Y

41

Amber Robinson

A person described as blithe
is:

cheerful

cheerful

Y

42

Amy Maldonado

What is a kona?

a storm of southerly winds

an ancient currency in
Hawaii

N

43

Mary Horton

What is a rotunda?

a round building

a round building

Y

44

Riju Datta

What is a malihini?

a stranger

a stranger

Y

45

Jonathan Buckley

A geranium is a type of:

flower

periodic element

N

46

Summer Hayes

What does an azimuth refer
to?

an arc of the horizon

an arc of the horizon

Y

47

Brian Reinhart

Crochet is a type of:

needlework

needlework

Y

48

Charles Li

Prattle is:

chatter

a type of baby toy

N

49

Sumedh Garimella

What is mole?

a sauce made from chili
and chocolate

a sauce made from chili
and chocolate

Y

50

Khushi Jeswani

What does hollandaise refer
to?

a buttery sauce

a buttery sauce

Y

51

Ron Rocky Coloma

An amarillo is a type of:

tree

armored mammal

N

52

Christianne Abella

What is Kabuki?

traditional Japanese
popular drama

traditional Japanese
popular drama

Y

53

Kiana Lacroix

Stucco is used to do what?

build a home

adhere two things together

N

54

Maia Dykstra

What does it mean to
scrabble?

clutch and scrape in order
to gather or make something

clutch and scrape in order
to gather or make something

Y

55

Christine Alex

What does clapboard refer to?

wood used for
weatherboarding outside
walls

wood used for
weatherboarding outside
walls

Y

56

Nafisa Asad

What does synergy refer to?

combined action or
operation

combined action or
operation

Y

57

Meghana Kamineni

What is a nebbish?

a timid person

a timid person

Y

58

Alia Abiad

Isinglass is a type of:

mineral

mineral

Y

59

Zander Patent

A ramada is a type of:

porch

porch

Y

60

Lucas Urbanski

Something described as
eclectic is:

composed of elements
drawn from various sources

composed of elements
drawn from various sources

Y

61

Yasir Hasnain

Where can a hacienda be
found?

a farm or ranch

a farm or ranch

Y

62

Keith Mokry

Hinterland is:

part of a country outside its
cultural centers

part of a country outside its
cultural centers

Y

63

Anna Snider

Where would an isobar be
found?

a map

a map

Y

64

Kendra Scace

What is kept in a paddock?

horses

horses

Y
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65

Adam Kastler

A macron can be seen:

over a vowel

nowhere; it is invisible

N

66

Madhav Chand Gampala

A person described as a
diablo is:

wicked

wicked

Y

67

Kodai Speich

What is miso used for?

preparing foods

preparing foods

Y

68

Sophie Bergman

When would it be helpful to
use borax?

when doing laundry

when doing laundry

Y

69

Srivinay Tummarakota

A macadamia is a type of:

nut

nut

Y

70

Anika Patel

Someone described as chary
is:

hesitant

hesitant

Y

71

Audrey Melton

What is a parapet?

a rampart raised upon or
above the main wall

a rampart raised upon or
above the main wall

Y

72

Tristan Hankins

Where would a cruller most
likely be found?

in a bakery

in a bakery

Y

73

Alexandria Wilt

A croquette is a type of:

food

collage

N

74

Alekhya Ankaraju

A person who has dyslexia:

has difficulty reading

has difficulty reading

Y

75

Vanessa Jodlowski

Gazpacho is a type of:

soup

soup

Y

76

Lwin Moe Aung

A broadleaf is a type of:

tree

tree

Y

77

Victor Xiao

What are pampas?

grassy plains of South
America

grassy plains of South
America

Y

78

Anastasia Spahr

If something is androcentric,
what is it focused on?

the male point of view

robotics

N

79

Andy Bertodano

What is a Crusoe?

a solitary castaway

a solitary castaway

Y

80

Jinwon Pae

A person referred to as a
nabob is:

very wealthy

very wealthy

Y

81

Risha Mehta

What is the outcome of a
bonanza?

a large profit

public shame

N

82

Hudson Wellin

What does it mean to be
contrapuntal?

relating to two or more
melodies combined into a
unified composition

to be argumentative

N

83

Kimmie Collins

Ecru is a:

color

color

Y

84

Sean Ives

Kavya is a type of:

poetry

poetry

Y

85

Zander Reed

What is a physique?

bodily makeup or type

bodily makeup or type

Y

86

Sibani Ram

What is a credenza?

a sideboard without legs
that rests on the floor

a sideboard without legs
that rests on the floor

Y

87

Tajaun Gibbison

What is a boudoir?

a woman's private room

a woman's private room

Y

88

Michaella Bostrom

An imam is:

a prayer leader of a mosque

a prayer leader of a mosque

Y

89

Sterling Hollond

Vibrato is associated with
what?

music

music

Y

90

Vanya Shivashankar

Linseed is the seed of:

flax

flax

Y

91

Ethan Perrins

A khan is a form of:

rest house

rest house

Y

92

Paul Keaton

If something is ductile, it:

is capable of being drawn
out into wire or thread

is capable of being drawn
out into wire or thread

Y

93

Navya Murugesan

What is a regatta?

an organized series of boat
races

a pasta sauce

N

94

Amelia Hebert

What is a carafe used for?

to hold beverages

to contain farm animals

N

95

Chloe LaFleur

Tortoni is a type of:

ice cream

pasta

N

96

Peter Davis

When would it be helpful to
use a trawl?

when fishing

when cleaning

N

97

Mary Wynne

Semantics is the study of:

signs and what they refer to

a family of Middle Eastern
languages

N

98

Nathan Manaker

What is marzipan made from?

almonds

almonds

Y

99

Lucy Tumavicus

When would it be appropriate
to use a waywiser?

when walking

when sleeping

N

100

Isabelle Simmons

Mahimahi is a type of:

fish

fish

Y
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101

Danyah Imam

What is a kremlin?

the fortress of a Russian city

a mischievous being said to
disrupt machinery

N

102

Nikita Singh

When would it be appropriate
to use dungaree?

when making jeans

when making jeans

Y

103

Megan Rabe

What is an allegory?

an artistic expression that
uses symbolic figures to
comment on human
experience

an artistic expression that
uses symbolic figures to
comment on human
experience

Y

104

Stephen Hochschild

What would be made from
seersucker?

a suit

a suit

Y

105

Maddie Bowers

An angstrom is:

a unit of metric
measurement

a clinically diagnosed
anxiety

N

106

Tamya Matthews

What is a musicale?

a usually private concert of
music

a usually private concert of
music

Y

107

Jennifer Tennant

Illuminati refers to:

a group of people who
claim to be enlightened

any phenomenon of light in
the sky

N

108

Selena Antosh

What is an oratorio?

a musical composition
based on a scriptural subject

a musical composition
based on a scriptural subject

Y

109

Gia Lauren Bautista

Something described as
ergonomic is:

designed in a particularly
effective manner

designed in a particularly
effective manner

Y

110

Aashka Patel

Shrapnel is:

fragments from a bomb,
mine or shells

a donut-like dessert

N

111

Christy Jestin

What is a nisei?

an American-born child of
Japanese immigrants

an American-born child of
Japanese immigrants

Y

112

Meryl Warpula

What is a vivisection?

the act of cutting open and
examining a live animal

the act of cutting open and
examining a live animal

Y

113

Mitchell Robson

What is an extravaganza?

a lavish event

a lavish event

Y

114

Spencer Pogue

What is a tatami?

straw matting used as a
floor covering

straw matting used as a
floor covering

Y

115

Neha Seshadri

What does it mean if
something is igneous?

resulting from volcanic
activity

resulting from volcanic
activity

Y

116

Rebecca Tran

A bravura is a:

show of daring

show of daring

Y

117

Rushil Kasetty

A pinafore is a type of:

garment

garment

Y

118

Sean Hickey

A spitz is a type of:

dog

dog

Y

119

Nathan Jasper

What does it mean to be
prodigal?

given to reckless
extravagance

wonderful or marvelous

N

120

Marguerite Arbogast

What is muslin?

a plainwoven cotton fabric

a plainwoven cotton fabric

Y

121

Nathaniel Britton

What does it mean to
vulcanize?

subject materials to a
treatment for hardening

induct someone into a
group, like a fraternity

N

122

Nikhil Dwibhashyam

What is a muumuu?

a dress

a dress

Y

123

Hannah Jackson

What is quinine?

a bitter alkaloid used for
medicinal purposes

a bitter alkaloid used for
medicinal purposes

Y

124

Cameron Haynes

When would a junta be in
power?

after a revolutionary seizure
of power

during a school recess

N

125

Jessie Williams

What does dross refer to?

something base or gross

something meant to confuse

N

126

Alyssa Boynton

What was a shogun?

a military governor with
power exceeding the
emperor's

a hired assassin

N

127

Mark Kivimaki

A tomatillo is a type of:

small fruit

small fruit

Y

128

Kellen Rodriguez

What is a capitulation?

a surrendering to an enemy
based on stipulated terms

a surrendering to an enemy
based on stipulated terms

Y

129

Shane DeSilva

Where is a bowery found?

within a city

under the hull of a ship

N

130

Lauren Crabtree

What is a virtuoso?

a person who excels in the
technique of an art

a person who excels in the
technique of an art

Y

131

Caribbean Adams

A person described as lucid is:

rational, sane

rational, sane

Y
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132

Faaris Khan

Who would most benefit from
a layette?

a new parent

a new parent

Y

133

Joel Miles

Satori is associated with:

Zen Buddhism

the Japanese military

N

134

Kush Sharma

What does it mean to be
demotic?

pertaining to the colloquial
form of Modern Greek

pertaining to the colloquial
form of Modern Greek

Y

135

Jade Samanta

A mesa is a mountain
featuring:

a level top

a level top

Y

136

Julianna Sonnik

What is wampum?

beads made of shells

beads made of shells

Y

137

Krishan Ghosh

Cordovan is a:

color

color

Y

138

Peyton Wiewel

A person described as a
desperado is a:

bandit

bandit

Y

139

Gokul Venkatachalam

What is a prerogative?

a special right or privilege

a special right or privilege

Y

140

Erik Hovland

Sashimi is:

raw fish served as an
appetizer

a rope worn as a belt

N

141

Grace Johanningsmeier

What is chagrin?

a feeling of disappointment

a feeling of disappointment

Y

142

Amna Raza

What does Permian refer to?

the last major division of the
Paleozoic

the last major division of the
Paleozoic

Y

143

Arushi Kalpande

If something is colloquial, it
pertains to:

conversation

conversation

Y

144

Alexander Hauer

What is cachet?

a characteristic inspiring
respect

a large amount of currency

N

145

Eboseremhen Eigbe

What does it mean to
grabble?

search in a groping way

argue a small point

N

146

Sanjana Malla

What does alliteration refer
to?

the repetition of a sound in
two or more neighboring
words

the repetition of a sound in
two or more neighboring
words

Y

147

Katharine Wang

What is kasha made of?

grain

grain

Y

148

Ed Horan

What is hedonism?

a way of life based on the
pursuit of pleasure

a way of life based on the
pursuit of pleasure

Y

149

Carson Monks

Who does an alderman work
for?

a city

a city

Y

150

Aron Wiener

Sukiyaki is a type of:

food

food

Y

151

Anish Kumar

What does a person do with
sevruga?

eat it

eat it

Y

152

Lydia Loverin

A polder is a:

tract of low land reclaimed
from water

tract of low land reclaimed
from water

Y

153

Andrew Erdman

Semolina is a type of:

processed grain

processed grain

Y

154

Sriram Hathwar

Klompen are a type of:

shoes

shoes

Y

155

Gavin Buehler

A palette is associated with:

color

color

Y

156

Katie Ammann

A person described as
intractable is:

not easily governed

not easily governed

Y

157

Jhanvi Ravishankar

What is a kahuna?

a master of Hawaiian
religious lore

a master of Hawaiian
religious lore

Y

158

Michael James

What does it mean to
abdicate?

formally relinquish
sovereign power

formally relinquish
sovereign power

Y

159

Sai Vishudhi
Chandrasekhar

What does it mean to bevel?

cut something at an angle

cut something at an angle

Y

160

Anil Singh

Where would it be appropriate
to tithe?

at church

at church

Y

161

Buddy Noorlander

What does it mean to kipper?

cure fish

captain a boat

N

162

David Khamis

A person described as
gregarious is:

outgoing or social

extraordinary in a bad way

N

163

Connor Niederbuhl

Where are geta worn?

on the feet

across the shoulders

N

164

Alaina Kenny

What is a patel in charge of?

an Indian village

an Indian village

Y

165

Dylan O'Connor

What is misanthropy?

a hatred of humankind

a hatred of humankind

Y
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166

Harshita Shet

Fandango is a type of:

lively dance

lively dance

Y

167

Shiv Patel

What is poi?

a Hawaiian food made of
taro root

a Hawaiian food made of
taro root

Y

168

Mary Polking

What is a triumvirate?

a party of three

a party of three

Y

169

Abigail Pittman

Where would someone wear a
taj?

on the head

on the waist

N

170

Bettie Closs

Someone or something
described as Flemish is from:

Belgium

Belgium

Y

171

William Elder

What can be heard at the
hustings?

political public speaking

political public speaking

Y

172

Katie Danis

A person described as a
freebooter is known to:

pillage outside of declared
warfare

borrow money and never
pay it back

N

173

Kellan All

Alfalfa is a type of:

plant grown for hay

plant grown for hay

Y

174

Suzanna Murawski

Oolong is a type of:

tea

tea

Y

175

Hailey Lancaster

A dearth is:

an insufficient supply

an insufficient supply

Y

176

Emily Garcia

Something described as
plausible is:

credible

credible

Y

177

Thomas Manning

A person in a state of nirvana
is:

in harmony

in harmony

Y

178

Lauren Lim

What is a gestalt?

a structure of phenomena
that constitutes a functional
unit

a rare salt

N

179

Zachary Mallol

What is a babushka?

a handkerchief worn on the
head

a handkerchief worn on the
head

Y

180

Hayat Alkadir

A person described as a
wiseacre is:

a smart aleck

an old farmhand

N

181

Madeline Rickert

A begonia is a type of:

plant

plant

Y

182

Ferdian Aditama

What does it mean to
bequeath?

pass something on after
death

pass something on after
death

Y

183

Harry Harman

A pangolin is a type of:

animal

animal

Y

184

Max Danner

What is a hibachi used for?

grilling food

grilling food

Y

185

Nolan Reed

A cravat is a:

tie

bottle

N

186

Olivia Kaiser

A person described as a
doctrinaire does what?

attempts to put a political
idea into action

attempts to put a political
idea into action

Y

187

Joseph Cusi Delamerced

During what activity would one
stipple?

painting

painting

Y

188

Ashwin Veeramani

What is cacao used to make?

chocolate

chocolate

Y

189

Emily Helm

A cringle is used with what?

a sail

a sail

Y

190

Kaitlin Hall

What is a kuruma used for?

transportation

transportation

Y

191

Kyle Ayisi

A person described as
flamboyant is:

showy and unrestrained

showy and unrestrained

Y

192

Alotus Wei

A person described as
amenable is:

responsive to suggestion

responsive to suggestion

Y

193

Peyton Hall

If a composition is performed
allegro, it:

is done in a brisk manner

is done in a brisk manner

Y

194

Justin Hamilton

A mantilla is a:

black lace scarf

poisonous spider

N

195

Sasha Davis

A linden is a type of:

tree

light cloth

N

196

Nathan Keenan

A flotilla is a:

small fleet

small fleet

Y

197

Phoebe Jackson

A purga is a type of:

snowstorm

snowstorm

Y

198

Elias Kondolios

What does nadir refer to?

a point of the celestial
sphere

a walking stick used for
pilgrimages

N

199

Melina Gabele

Streusel is a type of:

pastry

pastry

Y

200

Annabelle Day

A sable is a type of:

mammal

mammal

Y

201

Nicholas Stark

Chintz is a type of:

fabric

fabric

Y
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202

Cole Shafer-Ray

Loam is a type of:

soil

soil

Y

203

Divya Amirtharaj

A kirtle is a type of:

garment

garment

Y

204

Shreyas Parab

Where would one see an
umlaut?

over a letter

over a letter

Y

205

Jacob George

What does it mean to flense?

strip blubber off a whale

strip blubber off a whale

Y

206

Colin Francis

What is an agnostic?

a person who doubts God's
existence

a person who doubts God's
existence

Y

207

Aparajita Rao

When would it be appropriate
to use a cummerbund?

when wearing a tuxedo

when wearing a tuxedo

Y

208

Hannah Citsay

A yahoo is:

an obnoxious or rowdy
person

an obnoxious or rowdy
person

Y

209

Kevin Cui

Something done wikiwiki is
done how?

quickly

carelessly

N

210

Anna Tran

What does it mean to be
maladroit?

unperceptive, lacking
judgment

unemotional, robotic

N

211

Diana Nguyen

Something described as
foliate is:

shaped like a leaf

intricately folded

N

212

Suneel Banerjee

If two things are
commensurate, they are:

corresponding in size,
extent, amount or degree

corresponding in size,
extent, amount or degree

Y

213

Devina Singh

What does fresco refer to?

painting on wet plaster

a document of liberation

N

214

Emily Gunkel

What is geoponics?

an art or science of
cultivating the earth

an art or science of
cultivating the earth

Y

215

Tushan Dargan

What is a filament?

a conductive strand that is
rendered incandescent by
the passage of electricity

a conductive strand that is
rendered incandescent by
the passage of electricity

Y

216

Alexandra Harper

What is a sputnik?

a man-made object
intended to orbit Earth or
other celestial bodies

a man-made object
intended to orbit Earth or
other celestial bodies

Y

217

Stephen Landry

What is a megalopolis?

a very large city

a very large city

Y

218

Hussain Godhrawala

What is an autobahn?

a highway

a highway

Y

219

Andrew Dunn

A hassock is a type of:

cushion

fish

N

220

Razeen Basunia

What does it mean to play
music adagio?

in an easy, graceful manner

in an easy, graceful manner

Y

221

Lloyd Bonds

An alamo is a type of:

tree

body of water

N

222

Isabella Neubauer

Something described as
wanton is marked by:

disregard for others

disregard for others

Y

223

Kalika Bridwell

If something is inane, it:

lacks significance

does not move

N

224

Antonio Vince Miguel
Lansang

A panzer is:

a vehicle used by Germany
in WWII

a vehicle used by Germany
in WWII

Y

225

Seongjun Lee

A person described as
Spartan is:

marked by simplicity and
hardihood

marked by simplicity and
hardihood

Y

226

Benjamin Kulas

What is a falsetto?

an artificially high voice

an artificially high voice

Y

227

Matthew Prus

What is a piazza?

an open square in town

an open square in town

Y

228

Hayden McCuan

A rupee is a type of:

money

money

Y

229

Naama Friedman

What is knavery?

trickery

trickery

Y

230

Dwight Moore, Jr.

Something described as
picaresque is:

fiction with a vagabond as
main character

visually charming or quaint,
suitable for a painting

N

231

Maria Kaltchenko

A person described as an
egalitarian is:

of the belief that all persons
are equal

of the belief that all persons
are equal

Y

232

Kate Miller

A cadenza is:

a parenthetic flourish just
before an important chord
sequence

a parenthetic flourish just
before an important chord
sequence

Y

233

Krishna Gandhi

What is dogma?

a doctrine of theology and
religion formally stated

a doctrine of theology and
religion formally stated

Y

234

Claire Thomas

Something described as
contiguous is:

touching or connected
throughout

touching or connected
throughout

Y
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235

Lokesh Nagineni

Who would be most likely to
use the term Wagnerian?

an opera critic

a dog show announcer

N

236

Melody Harwood

In opera, what is the libretto?

the book containing the text

the soloist

N

237

Ansun Sujoe

A boodle is:

a group of people

a group of people

Y

238

Shobha Dasari

A dugong is a type of:

aquatic mammal

aquatic mammal

Y

239

Syamantak Payra

What does a newton refer to?

a unit of force

a unit of force

Y

240

Mary Joy Li-Ann Patricio

What is a hogan used for?

dwelling

fishing

N

241

Rena Morrell

Dressage is associated with:

horse riding maneuvers

horse riding maneuvers

Y

242

Stephanie Garza

Something described as
corporal has to do with:

the body

organized business

N

243

Gabrielle Rubio

What is a notochord?

the supporting axis of the
body in some life forms

the line segment between
two points on a curve

N

244

Kara Lehnert

A gulag is a type of:

penal system

stew

N

245

Kasey Torres

Feldspar is a type of:

mineral

mineral

Y

246

Nikhita Pathapati

What would one percolate?

coffee

coffee

Y

247

Muriel Cotman

Langosta is a type of:

lobster

lobster

Y

248

Anna Turner

A mahal is a type of:

summer home

summer home

Y

249

Manasvi Reddy

Something described as
indigenous is:

naturally originating in a
particular environment

naturally originating in a
particular environment

Y

250

Manav Thadani

What is an odori?

a lively dance with rapid
footwork

a lively dance with rapid
footwork

Y

251

Mikayla Hall

A baba is a type of:

sweet cake

sweet cake

Y

252

Grange Simpson

What is hominy?

kernels of hulled corn

agreement or accord

N

253

Liam Lustberg

Something described as
ubiquitous is:

omnipresent

subtle

N

254

Nicole Seman

Scampi is a type of:

shrimp

shrimp

Y

255

Samuel Pereles

What is herpetology the
study of?

reptiles and amphibians

reptiles and amphibians

Y

256

Jacob McDaniel

What does raj mean?

sovereignty

sovereignty

Y

257

Brianna Bartley

What is a cossack?

a member of the favored
military caste in Czarist
Russia

a burlap sack for groceries

N

258

Brayden Kelley

Pumpernickel is a type of:

bread

bread

Y

259

Jensen Schram

What is a bambino?

an extremely young child

an extremely young child

Y

260

Ankita Vadiala

What is a perfidy?

an instance of betrayal

an instance of betrayal

Y

261

Ted Hamacher

Something described as
ominous is:

indicative of future
misfortune

indicative of future
misfortune

Y

262

Jae Canetti

A salve is a type of:

ointment

ointment

Y

263

Tejas Muthusamy

What does acme refer to?

the highest point or stage

the highest point or stage

Y

264

Shayley Martin

A nelma is a type of:

fish

fish

Y

265

Hadrian Reeves

Fletcherism is a method of:

eating

chemistry

N

266

Jeffrey Cho

Something described as
mootable is:

open to debate

open to debate

Y

267

George Estep

A farthing is a type of:

coin

coin

Y

268

Buck Walling

What does it mean to
beleaguer?

to harass

to join a league

N

269

Elisabeth Ince

What is philanthropy?

goodwill expressed through
efforts to promote human
welfare

the science dealing with the
origins of humanity

N

270

Téa Freedman-Susskind

A catkin is a type of:

long spiked cluster of
flowers

long spiked cluster of
flowers

Y

271

Emily Schneider

A haversack is similar to a:

backpack

backpack

Y

272

Varun Kukkillaya

What does it mean to
keelhaul someone?

rebuke with great severity

rebuke with great severity

Y
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273

George Triplett

A person described as a
mahatma is:

a person worthy of
reverence

a person worthy of
reverence

Y

274

Raimah Hossain

A genre is most commonly
associated with:

arts, particularly writing or
film

arts, particularly writing or
film

Y

275

Lillian Bischof

A babka is a:

sweet bread

sweet bread

Y

276

Karelyn Malliet

A wigwam is a type of:

hut

hut

Y

277

Victoria Allen

What does it mean to
precipitate?

separate from a solution as
a result of physical or
chemical change

meditate or plan beforehand

N

278

Medha Venigalla

An excise is a type of:

tax

tax

Y

279

Michael Jones

Something described as
prosaic is:

characteristic of language
intended to be factual

characteristic of language
intended to be factual

Y

280

Akshaj Mishra

What does mizzle refer to?

a fine rain with water
suspended in particle form

a fine rain with water
suspended in particle form

Y

281

Noah Fitzgerald

What is a honcho?

a boss or leader

a boss or leader

Y
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